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Abstract
Mars has always been known as the “Red Planet” because it is the only planet in our solar system with a red
surface. The reasons for this uniqueness have never been proposed, other than the fact that its soil and surface
rocks have a high content of iron oxide. In order to attempt to resolve this issue, a novel hypothesis is proposed
herewith. Formulation of this hypothesis involved considering the unique features of Mars and putting them into
a rational correlating explanation. The scenario involves the collision of a formerly much larger Mars with
another planet early in the solar system’s history. The crust and mantle were blown off, forming the asteroid belt,
leaving the iron core intact. Upon cooling and solidification, the iron core combined with oxygen in the
remaining atmosphere to form rust-colored iron oxide (rust). Methane in the early atmosphere underwent
combustion, forming its current high carbon dioxide atmosphere. The combustion of methane also produced
massive amounts of liquid water, explaining the dried-up erosional features of the planet’s surface, such as river
valleys. The point of impact formed a long, deep canyon, Valles Marineris, and the nearby giant volcano,
Olympus Mons, even in the absence of Mars’ tectonic activity. The cooled, solidified core may explain why
Mars has no magnetic field. If accurate, these ideas may help space programs prepare astronauts for manned
exploration of the Red Planet, as well as facilitating an understanding of its unusual features.
Keywords: Mars, Red Planet, Olympus Mons, Valles Marineris, Asteroid belt, Magnetic Field, Tharsis Region,
Tectonics
1. Introduction/Background
Mars has always been known as “The Red Planet” due to its red color when seen through the telescope and/or
the naked eye. The reasons for its red color have been attributed to the high iron oxide content of its soil and
surface rocks. Few scientists have attempted to explain, however, why it seems to be the only planet in the solar
system with a red surface while the other eight (or seven if one doesn’t consider Pluto a regular planet) do not
possess this red coloration nor why the soil and surface rocks do not have such have a high content of iron oxide
compared to Mars. Some hypotheses suggest that this is due to the relatively small size of Mars, which, due to
resultant lower gravity, failed to pull iron toward its core during the accretion process (Wolchover, 2012) This
idea, however, should also cause Mercury to be a ‘red planet’, yet it is not. This report describes a new, novel
and unusual hypothesis to resolve this enigma of why Mars is the ‘red planet’, as well as the origin of the
asteroid belt.
2. Formulation of the Hypothesis
The planet Mars is unique in a number of characteristics, as follows:
(1) Its red soil and surface rocks, due to a high content of iron oxide
(2) The surface rocks are angular in shape and of different sizes
(3) The atmosphere is mainly carbon dioxide
(4) It appears to have had much flowing surface water in the distant past
(5) It has little or no magnetic field/magnetosphere
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(6) It lies near the asteroid belt between itself and Jupiter
(7) It exhibits dust storms on its surface
(8) It seems to have no tectonic activity
(9) It has the solar system’s largest volcano (now extinct), Olympus Mons
(10) The few volcanoes (all currently extinct) that it does have are mainly or exclusively confined to a special
area, the Tharsis region
(11) It contains a large, possibly the deepest canyon in the solar system, Valles Marineris
(12) It has two moons, Phobos and Deimos, which are unusual in size (small) and shape; these are most likely
captured asteroids
(13) Mars is a member of the inner, rocky planets (Mercury-Venus-Earth-Mars, in that order of distance from the
sun). The sizes (diameters) of the inner, rocky planets (Mercury-Venus-Earth) increase in size progressively in
that same order, yet Mars breaks this progression by being smaller than Earth.
The novel hypothesis to be described conforms with the unique features of Mars described above.
3. The Proposed Hypothesis
According to this new idea, originally proposed in a much simpler form several years ago (Edelman, 2012),
Mars was originally a much larger planet. There was some kind of ‘cosmic collision’ earlier in the history of the
solar system, possibly with another planet or comet, or other heavenly body. During that purported collision, the
crust and mantle of Mars were blown away, leaving only the hot iron/nickel core intact, with possibly some
remnants of the crust and/or mantle remaining, along with the original atmosphere, which was largely methane
(like the outer gas giants, Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune). Over time, the surface of the iron/nickel core reacted with
the remaining oxygen in the atmosphere, forming iron oxide (red and yellow rusts). The remining methane also
underwent combustion with the oxygen, forming carbon dioxide and water. The blown-off crust and mantle were
flung into space, forming the asteroid belt. Two asteroids became the moons, Phobos and Deimos.
4. Discussion
Now we must consider and elaborate on each of the above unusual characteristics of the planet used to formulate
the novel hypothesis:
(1) The red soil and rocks are believed to owe their color to a high composition of iron oxide (rust) (Wolchover,
2012; Kaufman, 2014). This might be explained, correlating with the hypothesis, by oxidation of the iron/nickel
core surface (rusting) over time. If the original atmosphere contained appreciable amounts of oxygen, and if
some oxygen remained after the blast (collision), there could have been oxidation of the iron, forming the red
and possibly yellow color of the soil and surface rocks we see today. Water that might have been formed by
combustion of methane during the collision could have dissolved some of the atmospheric oxygen, further
resulting in oxidation/rusting of the core surface.

(2) The angular, irregular shapes and varying sizes of the surface rocks can be explained by the blast/collision.
These features of the surface rocks can easily be noted in photos supplied by Darling (2022). In this photo, all
rocks are angular in shape. Smooth, rounded rocks that would be formed from erosion by the flow of running
water are not seen in this photo. This lends supporting evidence to the idea that the surface rocks were formed
during some type of blast or other violent cataclysm.
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Figure 1. Rocks on the surface of Mars. Note various sizes and shapes (boulders and cobbles), all of which
contain sharp, angular edges, characteristic of a tremendous blast. Photo courtesy of NASA. Reprinted with
permission.
(3) The fact that Mars has an atmosphere high in carbon dioxide (Sharp, 2017) might be explained by this
hypothesis if the original atmosphere was high in methane content, like its nearby gas giants (Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune). If large amounts of oxygen were also present, the collision could have generated enough
heat/energy to cause the methane/other hydrocarbons to combust, forming carbon dioxide and water.
(4) The flowing water that scientists believe used to exist on Mars (Goudge, et al., 2018) but are no longer
present on its surface in any appreciable amounts, could be explained by rationale number 3 above. If
methane/other hydrocarbons were present and combustion took place by the collision, much water would have
been produced in addition to carbon dioxide. And if large volumes of methane/other hydrocarbons were indeed
present as well as large volumes of oxygen, large volumes of water could account for the lakes, rivers, and
streams (surface waters) that purportedly existed there, until they evaporated and were lost to space or percolated
through the soil into groundwater.
(5) Mars’ lack or reduction of a magnetic field/magnetosphere (Zhong, 2020) might be explained by this
hypothesis by cooling and solidification of the iron/nickel core over time. In order for a planet to have a
magnetosphere, it must have an iron/nickel core which is liquid and dynamic/moving (Ouladdiaf, 2022). If the
iron/nickel core cooled and solidified, as this hypothesis assumes, that would account for the absence of a
magnetosphere on present day Mars.
(6) and (12) The asteroid belt lies only between Mars and Jupiter and is found between no other planets
(although an occasional escaped asteroid is seen in other areas of the solar system). The explanation for this
hitherto originally was that there had originally been another planet in that region that somehow exploded (Learn,
2021). This idea has been changed to the idea that there originally had been planetesimals in that region but, due
to the pull of Jupiter’s gravity and the low gravity of Mars, were not able to accrete into an actual planet (Choi,
2021). According to the hypothesis proposed herewith, the asteroid belt might have been formed by the
purported collision, which blasted the crust and mantle of ancient Mars into space. Some of the blasted rock may
have fell onto the surface, which could explain the sharp, irregular rocks described in item number 1 above, and
visible from the photo provided by Darling (2022). In addition, Mars’ two moons, Phobos and Deimos, might be
explained as asteroids/ material that re-entered its orbit and were permanently re-captured (Choi, 2021).
(6) Surface dust storms might be explained by a similar occurrence on Earth. In the Midwest region of the
United States during the 1940s (Trimarchi, 2022). During this period, fine soil and loess particles caused by
topsoil erosion and weathering due to over-farming and non-rotation of crops were blown for long distances by
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wind. Their pulverized, miniscule dust-like size and weight allowed winds to blow them into tremendous storms
of ‘dust’. If, according to the proposed new hypothesis, the solidified iron core oxidized with the remaining
atmospheric oxygen into iron oxide rust, which is powdery and light in weight, it could easily be blown long
distances by wind, forming the patches we see today and which were originally proposed to be ‘canals’ (Vivid
Maps, 2022).
(8-11). There is little, if any, tectonic activity on Mars, probably none at all (Wikipedia, 2022). As a result, the
question arises as to how the few (now extinct) volcanoes it does have were produced and why Olympus Mons
seems to be the largest volcano in the solar system. Looking at maps of Mars, we can see that these volcanoes, as
well as Olympus Mons, is relatively nearby to Valles Marineris. This is also shown in photos and drawings and
other images provided by Coles, et al., (2019). This might be explained by this hypothesis, if Valles Marineris
represents the point of impact of the colliding planet. The heat/energy produced by the purported impact could
have melted the region directly below, and this might account for the vulcanism and for the huge size of
Olympus Mons, especially in the absence of tectonic activity, and the relative proximity of this chasm to this
(Tharsis) volcanic region (Stack Exchange,2022). The actual origin of Valles Marineris remains uncertain, as
noted by Coles et al., (2019). The hypothesis proposed herewith, i.e., that it was formed by a cosmic collision,
offers a possible explanation.

Figure 2. Olympus Mons, the largest volcano in our solar system, formed despite the lack of tectonic activity.
Located in relatively close proximity to Valles Marineris, might it be due to heating and melting of the surface
and/or sub-surface due to the purported collision? Photo courtesy of NASA. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 3. Valles Marineris. A huge chasm on Mars’ surface. Might it be the site of an ancient collision? Large
circular depression in the center may be the actual point of the purported collision. Large circular depression in
center appears to exist nearly midway between right and left boundaries of the chasm, which would be expected
by an impact as the origin of the chasm. Photo courtesy of NASA, reprinted with permission.
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Figure 4. Most Martian volcanoes, including Olympus Mons, are located in the Tharsis region, relatively close to
Valles Marineris, the purported site of collision according to this novel hypothesis. Note diagonal chain of
volcanoes near center. Note also beginning of Valles Marineris chasm at lower right, in relatively close
proximity to the volcanic chain. Heat generated by the nearby collision may account for subsurface melting and
production of the volcanic chain in the absence of tectonic activity. Photo courtesy of NASA. Reprinted with
permission.
(13) Mars is the last in the series of the inner, rocky planets. The order of decreasing distance from the Sun is
Mercury<Venus<Earth<Mars. Interestingly, with increasing distance from the Sun, the size (diameter of the
planets) usually increases (Earth>Venus>Mercury). If this progressive increase in diameter is the ‘norm’, then,
theoretically, at least, Mars should have the largest size (diameter) of the four inner planets, since it has the
largest distance from the Sun. Yet, Mars does NOT have the largest diameter; it is smaller than the Earth
(Williams, 2022). This might imply that Mars originally was a larger planet than Earth, according to the
hypothesis. This idea might lend supporting evidence to the hypothesis that Mars’ size was reduced, most likely
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after some type of cosmic collision. This idea of increasing planetary diameter with distance from the Sun, on
the other hand, does not seem to correlate for the outer gas giants, since Jupiter then would be larger than
Neptune (the idea of Pluto being a ‘planet’ in this case would be excluded). However, the gas giant planets are
substantially larger than the Earth and all the inner, rocky planets, indicating that mars should, have according to
the hypothesis, been much larger than it currently is. It is also of interest, possibly related to this hypothesis, that
a major theory regarding the origin of the Earth’s moon is that a Mars-sized body collided with the earth early in
its history. The collision may have ejected material into Earth’s orbit, forming the moon (Lotzoff, 2022).
5. Conclusions
This new and unusual hypothesis attempts to explain the features and properties of the planet Mars (the ”Red
Planet”), including the reason it is red and the only planet in our solar system that is indeed that color. The
assumptions/speculations of this hypothesis are as follows:
(1) The Mars we see today is not the same planet in its original form. It is the remains of a much larger planet in
which the crust and mantle were blown off in some type of prehistoric collision/cataclysm with another planet or
large heavenly body. (2) The blown-off crust and mantle were thrust into space and formed the asteroid belt. (3)
The iron/nickel core cooled and solidified, with the surface oxidizing with remaining atmospheric oxygen to
become iron oxide (rust). This is what gives the surface its red or red/brown color. (4) The collision produced a
huge surface chasm at the point of impact which we know as Valles Marineris. The heat/energy produced from
the impact melted the region below, forming the Tharsis region, with several volcanoes, including the largest
volcano in the solar system, Olympus Mons. All such volcanoes are now extinct. This would explain the
collection of volcanoes in the Tharsis region in the absence of plate tectonics, as well as the relative proximity of
these volcanoes to Valles Marineris. (5) The high methane and oxygen of the primitive atmosphere reacted
during this collision by combustion, forming the high carbon dioxide atmosphere and large amounts of flowing
surface water, which has since dried up and/or percolated below the surface. (6) oxygen remaining in the
atmosphere oxidized the iron on the surface of the remaining core, forming the iron-oxide-rich red soil and rock.
(7) As the core lost heat to space, it solidified, causing loss of the planets magnetosphere. If this hypothesis is
valid/accurate, it might help our future space programs, insofar as research on Mars is concerned as well as
future planned manned missions to the Red Planet. It may also help scientists understand the enigmatic
properties of the planet. Since Mars is nick-named for the ”God of War”, and according to this hypothesis may
be the rusty core of an pre-existing, larger planet, another nickname hereby proposed for the “Red Planet” might
be “The Rusty warrior”!
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